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Program
Evaluation
Principles
and
Practices

A Northwest Health Foundation Handbook

This handbook is provided by the Northwest Health Foundation as a
framework for community organizations to use to evaluate and understand the
effectiveness of their programs. It provides an overview of basic program
evaluation principles and practices, and offers an approach to evaluation that
will assist organizations in documenting their work - for themselves, for
funders, and for others who are interested in issues of program impact and
outcomes. The handbook is designed to complement the content of a
Foundation-sponsored workshop on program evaluation, and can be used as a
"stand-alone" guide for evaluation design and implementation.

1. The Process of Evaluation

•

•

Why do agencies do evaluations? The primary reason often is to provide
immediate feedback to enable program leaders and managers to make small yet
immediate changes during the program, responding to needs and concerns.
Over a longer term, evaluation information can provide the basis for program
planning and for program redesign and improvement. Increasingly, evaluations
are required by funding agencies, to provide evidence of the value received for
the money invested in a program through a grant. With ever-increasing calls for
accountability - from the government, from funders, and from the public in
general - there are regular demands for clear evaluation findings.
Some people feel they cannot engage in evaluations without extensive training, or
without purchasing very expensive consulting expertise. In fact, with some basic
knowledge and understanding, evaluation can be done by most organizations with
their regular resources - and can be integrated into routine work activities in a
way that complements program delivery. This handbook introduces readers to a
practical approach to program evaluation, and provides the necessary tools to
enable the reader to begin immediately to design and implement evaluations of
various program activities .

Why is evaluation necessary?
There are many good reasons to do program evaluation. Getting answers to the
following questions motivates many organizations.
• Is a program meeting its goals and objectives?
• Is a program having an impact on the target popu lation? What type of
impact?

Why

• Are there add itional program needs that are not cU lTen tly being
addressed?
• A re the "c ustomers" satisfied with the program?
• Is the program being operated dfectively and efficiently?
• Is the use of resources in a program appropriate? (compared to previous
years, compared to sim i lar progra:,1s)
• Are the organization's limited resources bei ng maxim iz d?
Evaluation is necessa ry to gain information to be used for prog ram
improvemen ts. Valuable information can result from learn ing that a program
achieved its goals, but equally valuab le information can be derived from
examining why a program did not achieve its goals. Therefore, evaluation is not
only intended to look at "d id it work" or not, but also for whom . where, and
under what c ircumstances. As well, eva luation hel ps progra m adm in istrators
and planners to identify barriers to successfu l program implementation and
deliv e ry. As a result, they can then engage in incremental prog ram redesign to
overcome these barriers and better achieve their goals.
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What are SOlne benefits of evaluation?

What

In addition to these reasons fo r doi ng evaluation, there are many s ide benefits.
Desig ning an evaluation o pens com munication among the leade rs of your
organizatio n, the managers, and the staff. The process facil itates analytical
thinking and honest di sc uss ions about the program. It provides an opportunity
to revi sit the goals, if it is an existing program, and to bridge any gaps that may
exist between the vision of the progra m and the reality of the program
operations.
Some of the benefits include ide ntification of:
• Program strengths, validating exist ing kno wledge and prov iding data to
support continu ation of these activities
• Program deficiencies, providing evidence ancl justification for making
changes (add itions, deletions, reconfigurations)

• O pportunities for re so urce reallocation
• Individual s who may be recognized for excellence or assisted to
remedy deficiencies
Evaluation is vital in order to consider broad issues of resource allocation
(human, fiscal, physical, information, technological and other resources), to
inform public relations and marketing strategies, and to consider possible
changes or realignments in organizational relationships and strategies. To be
effective, however, there must be obvious use of the results. High visibility of
evaluation activities mu st be accompanied by high visibility of seriou s
consideration of the re sults and evidence of use by decision-makers.
Evaluation also helps program leaders to articulate what they are learning about
their program/organization for themselves. Most people are so busy th at they
have little time to stop , reflect and consider the impact of their own work. A
deliberate evaluation helps to delineate issues , describe strategies, and highlight
areas where further work is needed . It also provides a chance to stop and
celebrate the successes that have been achieved - something that most programs
rarely do. Evaluation helps to focus thinking, gaining new insights and
identifying opportunities for improvement.
Evaluations are also useful to tell others what has been learned in an individual
program or organization. This can facilitate sharing lessons learned about
successes and areas where actions were not so successful, and can facilitate
transmitting knowledge to help others' learning. Evaluation can be a
mechanism by which organizations help other organizations as they in turn
would like to be helped by other experts. This contributes to building shared
community knowledge about program delivery and outcomes.
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Who is invo1ved?
Different people may be involved at different points in a program evaluation 
designing the evaluation, conducting the evaluation and being a so urce of
information. Who participates in your evaluation depends on the structure of
your organization and on the program you are evaluating. Some people to
consider are:

r

I

I

I
I
I

Program manager

-

Evaluation consultant

- -

Program director

Grant writer / foundation contact

Executive director

Clients / program participants

Development director

External stakeholders (s uch as
government officials, funders,
"sister" agencies)

Program staff (all levels)

.. - ----~---------- - - - -

'I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
oil

Who

These individuals may bling different perspectives to the evaluation that will
enrich the findings. However, different viewpoints expressed in the process of
evaluation may need to be reconciled. For example, a program manager may
want to focus on operational issues; a development director may be most
concerned with raising money; and a client may be most interested in the q uality
of the services they are receiving. Attention to these different viewpoints will be
important throughout the design and implementation of the evaluation.

COlnlTIOl1

concerns about evaluation

A numbe r of concerns are often rai sed at the beginning of evaluation efforts. A
primary issue has to do with identifying appropriate and affordable e xpertise .
Many program s see king to conduct evaluation have I'e w, if any, staff who have
particular expertise to design, lead and manage program evaluations.
A second concern relates to conceptualizing the eval uat ion - what is to be
evaluated? When ? For whom and for what purposes? It may take conside rable
discussion to reach agreement on framing the evaluation plan. Once the
evaluation pl an is in place, the next concern often encountered has to do with
implementation - who is respons ible, what resources do they have, what
leverage do they have for people to participate in the evaluation and cooperate in
responding to data need s in a timely manner.
Yet another concern relates to selection of evaluation met hods. If plans and
needs are clearly set out and agreed upon, there may be greater agreement upon
methods - but some participants may feel that they are the expe rt who shou ld
dictate the method (a nd therefore resist other met hods).
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Some concerns arise when a project is grant-funded, and the grant application
has specified a focus on certain outcomes or the use of certain evaluation
instruments. In so me cases, by the time the evaluation is und erway the program
may have changed, or other staff may be involved, leading to a de sire to modify
the evaluation strategy from that proposed in the grant application. Funders
usually are willing to negotiate changes in strategies if these can be j usti fied, so
grant application language shouJd not be con sidered as a barrier to evaluation.
There may also be conce rns about the costs of evaluation in tenns o f staff, time,
supplies, and other resources - and whether these costs will take resources
away from those committed to program delivery. Strategies to minimize costs
related to evaluation are discussed throughout this manual.
The final concern encountered frequently rests with the uses of evaluation
findings. Once again, these concerns may be avoided if there is discu ss ion and
agreement from early in the process on what wiU be done with the data.
Perceptions of a "c losed" process or one that may be in tended to result in
program closure or termination of faculty/stafr positions will compromise the

eva lu at ion process. These may be exac erbated by uncertainty a bo ut the us s of
the data; thus clarity o f an OP -'Il process with clear in tentions of lise will assi s t
greatly in fac il itating the e val uati on activitie s.

Overconling resistance to evaluation
E ven th best designed eva lu ation pla n wi th the mos t open process may still be
met with resistance. Some kind s o f resistance include:
• The threa t of fin di ngs, and in palticular wllat may be done w it h those
findings
• I ntimi dation by ou tside e valuation experts "dirty laund ry" to an ou ts ider

individual::; fe ar airing their

• Program staff, funders or other sta keholders perceive that there is a lack
of rigor in the evaluat ion pl an and its methods
• P rce plion of need fo r ex tensi ve training to develop interna l capacity to
conduct and manage the vm'io us com pon nts of lhe assessmen t, as well
as around is:-- ues of su pe rvisi on, data collecti on, confiden tiali ty. and data
man agement
• Skepticism abo ut the po litica l moti vati on for a new in terest in assessment
(parti cu larly if the program t"ll viro nment is pol itica ll y charged or facing
contro versy)
• SLL picions th at the e va lu ation wi ll drain resources away from
program mat ic needs
Wh ile each situat ion is un iq ue, there are so me genera lly agreed upon responses
th at may he lp LO o vercome thi. res istance. Agreemen t upon the p urposes of the
eva lu ati on, public shari ng of the se purposes, and adhere nce to the purposes and
scope or the e valu ati on w ill hel p to esta blish the auth entic ity and sincerity of the
eval uati on effort. Ene rgy should be i nve~ted by the leaders of 1 e eva lu ati on to
build buy-in for the val ue of ev a lu atio n. Roles and tas ks should be c learly
d fin ed early in the process , and lead rs should imple ment mec hanis ms for
regu lar reporting. sharing o f fin dings, upd ates. and air ing of concerns.
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11. Getting- Started
Several ste ps are involved in gelling started on an e va luation. Th e se incl ude
stating an aim, de fin ing evaluation goa ls, ask ing key questions , and c rea ting an
evaluation matrix that provi d s the fra me work fo r the ev aluation design an d
de v lopme nt of evaluation ins tru ments. he se are desc ribed in the fo llowin g
sections .

Stating an alm

Aim

E val uation is an opportu n ity for program im provement - an integrated set of
activi ties desi gned to identify streng ths and areas for improveme nt, and to
provide the evidenc that will s rve as the basi s for fu ture program planni ng
and enha ncements. Eva lu ation can be a useful mechan is m to tcll the story of a
prog ram or activity, but becomes most valuable only when vie wed as a valu e
add ed rout ine activity and not just a b urdensome add -on or "busy work" .
E val uation resu lt s give progra m managers, ad m inistrators ::Inc! other leaders a
mechanism to identify what they have learned that is useful - both to artic ulate
inte rn ally and to share with o thers .
Th is approac h to assess me nt builds upon the " Mode l for Im provement" which
has bee n used w idel y throu gho ut vario us ind ustries includi ng higher ed ucation
and hea lth care. The model consists of th ree basic eic mcnts that he lp frame the
question s fo r in itiating an evaluation and im plemen tin g subsequent progra m
im prove ments:
•

tatement of the aim for the evaluation: " W hat are we trying to
accomplish by conducting thi s eval uation'?" T his darifi s the purpose of
the evaluation and makes it ex pl icit to all parti ci pating .
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• C lari fi cation of c urre nt k nowledge : " Ho w will we know that a c hange is
an improvement?" T his sets out what is know n, and wh at wi ll be the
new knowledge gained when the evaluati on is completed .
• Testing of various improvements : "What cha nges can we try that will
result in improve ment?" Based on w hat is learned, Lh is he lps to define
what ac tivities mi ght be tried as initial im proveme nt activities u~ i ng the
new knowledge . Th is question is the poi nl at which program
dev e lopmen t and program ev aluation ofte n in tersec t.

Defining evaluation goals

Goals

In defining your aim (as de scribed above), you shou ld also articulate speci f ic
goals for the evaluation. What are the spec ific areas you will focus on that
together will hel p you articulate your accomplishment of that aim'? [t is very
important to foc ll s on the goals Jar the evaluation and not th e overall goals
and mission of the program or organi zation (unless your evaluation is of the
e ntire organization). In mo st cases of Found ation-funded projects, they are a

sm all part of the organ ization's entire work - so the program evaluation will
focus on the activities set out in the grant application and supported by the
gran t, and no t all of the organization's activ ities and programs.

Asking key questions
In beg inn ing an y eva lu ati on , you should ask a series of key questions. The
answers to these questions will frame the design of your evaluation:
• What is the aim of your evaluation? The evaluati on should have an aim
and stated goa ls . Without these specific goals there may be little reaso n
to calTY forward the work of the evaluation.
• Who wants or ne · ds the evaluation information? The person or agency
who wa nts or needs the evaluation may dictate the nature of the work
carried ou t - is thi . manda ted by a funder? Is it part of a regulatory
review? Has the board of di rec tors requested it?
• What resources are avai lable to support the evaluation? It is necessary to
know what resources will support the evalu ation and who will do the
work; often evaluaLions are designed without a clear unders tandin g of
the resource im pi icatio ns, and the resu lLis fru stration because the plans
do not ma tc! wiLh the realities of available resources and expertise.
• Who will conduct the eva luatio n? From the beginning, there sho uld be
cla rity on whether 3n intern al staff person has the expertise and time to
be responsi ble for the evaluation, or whether an external consultant will
be hired. Several of the Fou nd ation's grantees have benefited from
work ing with faculty and students at PSU where the students design the
ev aluation as part of their gradu ate ed ucati on. Grantees can then either
cond uc t the evaluation on their own, ask for a student to come spend an
interns hip with them to conduct the evaluati on, or hire an externa l
consultan t.
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• How can you ens ure the results are used? It is important to be able to
ensure fha t the resul ts will be attended to and used; few things are as
fru strating as designing and conducting a comprehens ive evaluation of a
program and then havi ng the results ignored.

Creating an evaluation nlatrix
T his approach to eval uation is based on work conu ucted at Portl and State
Universit and in ot her programs and involves de velopment of a conceptu al
matrix for the ev aluation that is derived from project goals. The matrix fra mes
the evalua tion plan , guides the developmen t of evaluation instruments, and
structures the da ta analysis and reporting. This approach, so metimes referred to
as the "Concept-Indicator-Me thod" approach, involves fo ur primary questions:

Matrix

• W hat do we want to know ? T hi s helps the evaluat or to art icu late the aim
of the evaluation, based upon the project goals. A project re lat ~d to
hou sing mig ht have an a im of "To de tenn ine the levels and stability of
how,ing among the Ispecificd] population". A projec t concerned with
hea lth serv ices utilization mig ht have an aim of "To ide nti fy leve ls of
uti li£a tion of health services by uninsured individuals and determi ne
barriers to service uti lization " .
• What will we look for? T his leads the eval uator to id ntify core concepts
th aLare derived from the project goals and the ai m of the eval uat ion .
For example , the project re lated to housing m ight ha ve " ho u. ing st atus"
as a core concept. T he project addressing heal th services utilization
might have 'health care acccss" as a core concept.
• W hat wil l we measure? For each core concept, rele vant meas urable
indicators are specified which will enable the evalu ator to meas ure
change or status. An example re lated to the previou s conce pt of
"hou sing status" might have an indicator of' cl ients who mai ntained
hou sing". The concept of " health care access" m ig ht have an indicator
of "clients who enrolled in the Orego n Health Plan" ,
• How will we gat her the e vidence to demonstrate what we want to know?
At thi s stage, the evaluator identifies or develops ap pro priate methods
and tools by which to collect the inform ation for each indicator, and
identifies sources of the data. Detailed discussions of methods and
tools, and of so urces of information , are presented in su bseque nt
sections.
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This approach provides a structure to guide the evaluation, enables program
administrators and evaluators to clearly articulate the frame wo rk for the
evaluation, and facilitates data collection and reporting in a practical way th at is
true to the aim and goals of the evaluation, The next section describes the use
of the matrix in detail.

111. The Evaluation Matrix
In thi s sec tion we introd uce how an evaluation matrix is developed, and expla in
each of the ste ps in vol ved in moving to development of evaluation in struments.

How to deve10p the lnatrix
The program evalu a tion matri x is a tool th ai helps guide the thinkin g process in
the des ig n phase, se rves as an im portant framework for the im plementation, and
ai ds in framing a nd focusing the analysis. In its skeletal form, the matri x
appears as follows in Table I. It has four ma in components:

---

Core concepts

Met hods

Key indicators

Sources of information

Table 1: The Matrix Framework
Core Concepts

Key lndicators

Methods

Suurce

• Core Concepts: ask the question " what are the major areas th is program
addresses" . T hey a re broad top ic areas. The definition of a concept
shoul d be wri tte n in ne utral lang uage, so that you have a bas ic
fo und ation for continued di sc ussion and el aboration as to how the
prog ram aims to affec t eac h concept. Statin g a concept in lan g uage suc h
as " inc rease _ _" Or "change in _ _" may introduce bias into the
evaluation and com pro m ise objec ti ve data collection. Table 2 illus trates
examples of core co ncepts.

Table 2: COfe Concepts

~hY
Hous ing sta tu s
(ra th er th an housing
stabili ty)

He alth ca re access
(ra th er than
approl'ed access)

Disease prevention
education (rather
than in creased
understanding)

Indicators

Methods

Source
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• Key Indicators: ask the questi on " what might we look for to show that
the concepts are being addressed". What measures can we explore as
evidence of how the core co nce pts are being affected? Key indicators
examine the specific factors related to each core concept that you wish
to measure. As with the concepts, these should be stated in neutral
rather than directional terms to avoid bias. Wherever possible, avoi d
defining indicators as "number of ", "increase in", "improved", etc. as
this may limit the range of available data collection methods. For
example, by stating "number of
., you are directed to
quantitative methods, whereas by avoiding this term inology you can use
quant itative or qualitative methods. There are generally multip le key
indicators for each core concept. Some sample key indicators are
illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3: Key Indicators

Hous ing sta tus

- Clients who have
maintained housin g
- Stability in housing

H~a lth

care access

- Clients enrolled in
the Oregon Health
Plan
- Receiving needed
services

Di sease prevention
education

- Knowled ge of
di sease prevention
- Perfonnance of
specific disease
prevention activities

10
. Methods: ask the question " how will we look for it?". This refers to lhe
instrument(s) you se lect and, if app licable, the way you will use it (or
the m). The most commonly used instruments in prog ram evaluations
are:

-Survey (self-administered or
administered by evaluation staff)
-Interview (in person or telephone)

I

-Focus group

I

..

_---------

-

-Document review
-Observation

I
I

-Journals
-Critical incident reports

Table 4 illu strates some example methods. A more detailed discussion of
methods is presented in Section V of thi s handbook.

I

Table 4: Methods

Housing status

- Clients who have
maintained housing

Document review
Interview

- Stability in housing
Health care access

Disease prevention
education

- CI ients enrolled in
the Oregon Health
Plan
- Receiving needed
serVIces
- Knowledge of
disease prevention
- PerfOlmance of
specific disease
prevention activities

Document review
Survey

Survey
Focus group

. Sources of information: asks from whom or where will you obtain the
necessary in formation. This may be a specific person, a group of
people, a database or a report. The source may be internal or external to
your organization, and may be people who have had some personal
contact or experience with the program being evaluated, or documents
con tain ing releva nt infonll ation. Table S illustrates examples of sources
of information.

It should be noted that while there is a direct linear relationship between each
conce pt and the related indicators, there is no such linear relationship to the
method ' and sources (in order to conserve space in the presentation of the
matri x). In r a lity, some of the methods would be used for each indicator, and
some of the sources wou ld provide data for each method, but not all sources
would be involved in each method and not all methods would address each
indicator.

Table 5: Sources of 1n rormat ion
Core Concepts
Hous ing slatu s

Key lndicators
- Cl ients who have
maintained housing
- Stability in housing

Methods

Source

Document review

Occupancy records

Interview

Clients

Health care access

- Clients enrolled in
the Oregon Health
Plan

Building Managers

Document review

Case Records

Survey

Clients
OHP data

- Receiving needed
services
'

Disease prevention
education

- Knowledge of
disease prevention
- Performance of
specific disease
prevention activities

Survey

Clients

Focus group

Service prov iders
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Review of the completed ll1atrix
Once you have completed the matrix, review it to ensure that the concepts are
clear and distinct. Verify that the indicators really are measurable; if you cannot
think of how you will measure an indicator, it should be restated in measurable
terms. Look back to your program goals and be sure tha t the concepts and
indicators reflect these goals, that all information included in the matrix is
necessary to assess accomplishment of these goals, and that no goal or major
activity has been overlooked. Finally, be sure that what you have set out for
evaluation is practical and feasible in your organization and for the population
being served .

Role of the l11atrix for analysis and reporting
The matrix is very useful in focusing th e analysis of data. The key indicators of
your program 's success listed on the matrix provide a critic al point of refere nce
that, although flexibl e, holds you accountable to the goals and objectives of the
program. Since the matrix was used in determining what information you
gathered and in developing your evaluation instruments, the data gathered
s hould relate directly back to the key indicators and core concepts. In analyzing
the data, examine how the key indicators are reflected and to what extent they
have bee n achieved . Once data is collected, evaluators mu st be prepared to
engage in extensive data analysis, synthesis, discussion, and report-writing.
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.

lV. Measurement lssues
O nce you have established your matrix, you can begin designing instruments
after one key st p: ensuring that you are aware of the various issues around
measuremen t o f in formation. Yo u wa nt to be as carefu l as possible about
m aking s ure th at the data is reliable , valid, and protects anonymity and/or
confide ntia li ty of respondents. Each of these issues is discussed below.

Reliability: Does your evaluation measure
the same thing over time?
M aking sure yo ur e va luat ion design is re iia ble means preven ting extraneo us
facto rs f ro m impacting your resu lt. ·. This is an issue whe n:
· Several di ffer nt interv ie wers ar work ing on the evaluation . Each one
may in terpret responses d ifferently.
· You perform eva luation activities at different points in time and com pare
the results. Fo r examp le, dist ri buting the first survey at a ti me of day
w hen certain g ro ups would no t be repre sented and then distributing a
later survey a t a time of day when they are represented , would likely
show diffe rent resul ts that may have no thi ng to do w ith the impact of the
program.
· You utilize multiple me thods for an e valuation at d iffe rent points in time.
For exa m ple, if you use a fill -i n-the-bu bble survey for the first measure
and pelform interviews for the seco nd measure, you encounter the same
threat to re liabili ty as in the po int above.

Validity: Does your evaluation me(Jsure what it
says

It

is going to measure?

Issues of validi ty are also called confounding conditions and alternative
explanations. The th reat to validity are changes, situations or phenomena that
occur in and around the program that could account for the outcomes. Some
types of threats to va lid ity are:
· M ultiple treat ment/service types
· Wh o is selected for treatme nt
· Situation effects (e.g. comfort of a subject with location of interview)
· A ttrition (e. g . stude nts most likely to smoke are the ones who dropped
out of the study)
· H istory (other events occurring wh ile program/treatment is operating)
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Common confou nd in g varia bles may be age, sex, race, or ethn ic ity. For
example, if a health survey is conduc ted o n two separate days , and one day the
average age of respondents is 24 and the other day it is 62, it will show vastly
different results, but these are not related to the program.
An exa m ple of alternative explanations for results is illustrated by looking at
community policing. M any peo ple credit com m un ity policing for crime
reduction. H oweve r, new gun control laws, the agi ng baby boom population and
many other factors may account for this.
Some questions to ask yourself to examine the va lid ity of a program evaluation are:
· Are the find ings truly caused by the program?
· Are the program effects due to the program? and not to the overall
organization? other services clients are receiving? or something else?
· Can the findings be generalized to similar programs or similar populations?

Note that something can be reliable and still lack vali dity - you get on the scale
every day and it says that your weight is 80 lbs. every day. That means the
scale is reliable . But, if the scale is not calibrated correctly your weight may
actually be more or less. That means the reading is not valid. The scale is
measuring the same thing over time, but it is giving the wrong information.
However, for something to have validity, it must have reliability.

Anonymity and confidentiality:
Does your evaluaLion acldr ss privacy issues
of those participating in the program evaluation?
14

If respondents are going to share personal information and provide honest
feedback relating to the service they received, they need to know that there is
security and that the information they share (if it can even be identified with
them personally) will not be associated with them outside of the research team
(that is, with program or agency staff).
· Anonymity : There is no way for the evaluation and/or agency staff to
relate information back to the individual who provided it. Self
administered surveys with no identifying information are the primary
way to ensure anonymity of respon se s.
· Confidentiality: It is possible to relate information back to the person who
provided it, but clients are assured that this will not be done outside of the
evaluation team. Code numbers are commonly assigned to participants to
secure confidentiality. If any in-person contact occurs during the
evaluation (interview or focus group, for example), or if you are tracking
information about people over time, confidentiality is used rather than
anonymity.

•

Cultural awareness:
Is your evaluation design sensilive
to cultural differences and tradition?
C ultural values and traditions must be carefully considered in designing and
impleme nting an evaluation so that participants feel comfortable and the
fin d ings are accurate. Some examples of points to consider are:
· Communication style : T his will have an impact on the instrument(s) you
se lect. Consider the respondents' usual communication styles, and build
upon th se. Will respondents feel more comfortable with written or oral
me thods, and in what format? For example, some cultural groups prefer
private conversations, where others are more comfortable in small group
d iscussions. Some groups prefer verbal communication over written
methods.
· Wh o administers the evaluation instrument: Select someone with whom
participants will feel they can share personal information. Avoid
creati ng si luations where the evaluator's status, position, gender, or other
characteristic may compromise the respondent's comfort (i.e. they may
feel in ti midated).
· Famil y struc tu re : When seeking information about children or a
household, consider which parent would be best to approach based on
cultural norms. In some cultures, the father is the respected source on
personal information; in others, the mother plays this role.
L anguage barriers: If your program crosses many cultures, be sure to
in vite the input of all groups by communicating and using evaluation
instrumen ts in the appropriate languages. Multiple languages may be
necessary within a single program or agency.
15

•
•

Participant rights and consent:
Does your evaluation approach clearly provide
potential participants with the opportunity to
consent to provide information?
T he purpose of seeking informed consent is to make it clear to program clients
or potential evaluation participants that they have the right to say "yes" or "no"
to participation in the evaluation. It must be very clear that declining to
participate in the evaluation, or abstaining from answering certain questions,
wi ll not result in any loss of service or any other negative consequences.
Informed consent should be obtained from all evaluation participants. The
method for getting consent varies with different evaluation instruments:

· Agreement to participate may imply consent when people re rum a survey,
agree to an interview, or accept an invitation to participate in a focus
group.
· When working with children, parental consent is alway s reyuired.
· A signed consent is required to use methods such as docu ment review,
observation, critical incident reports, or to review journals.
· Always check on agency/funder requirements for signed consent (i.e.
they may expect consents to be on file with the evaluation).
· Be careful, even if you have consent, with d isclosure of comments in a
report that may aJ Jow identification of a respondent (for example,
comments obtained through an interview wit h a key info nn ant). You
must either have the respondent's conse nt to quote them , or you need to
take steps to "hide" the respondent's identity so that the com me nts
cannot be linked with anyone person.
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v.

Evaluation lnstruments

T his section beg ins with an o verview of how to use measurement instnlments,
and some tips on designing an instrume nt. Several instruments are then
prese nted in two major sections: pri m ary data collection methods (those used
most ofte n in progra m evaluation) , including surveys, interviews, and focus
groups; am) secondary d ata collection meth ods (those used less often but still
practical an d useful ) . inclu d ing observatio ns, documentation, critical incident
repo rts, and jou rn als. T he final discu ssi on in this section addresses important
issues in instrument selecti on .
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How to use measurement instrU1l1ents

•
••

••

Evaluat ion instruments are the tool s used to ga ther info rm ation or data pertain ing
to the program th at is being evaluated . T he first step is to de tennine what
informatio n you need to o bta in; the second step is to decide which instrument
would be best for your eva lu ati on; the thi rd tep is to crea te the instrument (or
adapt one you have found fro m someone el se ); and the fo urth step is to use lbe
instrument. These steps may be carried out by outs ide cons ulta nts and/or
program (or other agency) staff.
U"'ing tbe e valuation matrix will he lp fo cus the task of dete rm ining what
inform ation you need. Al tho ugh it is easy to stray from the matrix, it is
importan t to resis t the urge to explore o ther matters and collect other infonnation
"as long as yo u 're rec ruit ing study partici pants and a!:>king them q ue stions. "
Gathe ri ng information beyond what is needed to eva lua te the program (and often
beyond what you are capable of analy z ing) makes the proces s more time
cons um in g for the study partic ipants, and for evalu ati on and agency stafr.
Program evaluators often encount r the ongoi ng discu ssion about qualitative vs.
qu antitative methods . Put very si m ply, qu antitative methods focus on col Ic ting
data th at is meas urable a nd can be reported wi th num be rs by us ing methods suc h
as barcharts or g raphs : qua litat ive methods focus on collec Lin g data through
obse rv ation and analys is, leading: to reports that are narrative and contain q uotes
and storie:;; . These d iscus sions sometimes lead to q uestions of app ropriateness of
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methods for a parti c ular progra m or setti ng, valid ity o f results, genera liz-ab il ity
to other settings/programs, and o ther c ha llenges. If taken to the extr me, these
questions can lead to d iscussions of methodological rigor and to design issues
that may go beyond the reso urces ava ilabl e to support the eval ua tion. The bes t
reso luti on is to consider what methods are 1l10sl approp ri ate for your progra m,
and to des ign measure ment instruments th at can best uti lize the re <;o urces that
are available fo r evaluation desi gn, admin i 'trali on , analys is an d reporting.
Expc ri "nce in a num ber of evaluation project: suggests th at a mixed
method ology o f q ua litative and qu antitative met hods is the most u. eful.
Methods should be se lec ted bas d on the kind of data th at will he gathered , as
we ll as issues such as ease of data collecti on, ease of data an al ys is, and time and
costs il vo lved in both col lection and ana lysi s. Howe ver, cons ideralio n mu st
also be gi ven to the ric hness of the data that can be derived from various
meth ods. Methods such as intervie ws , foc us groups, obs rvations, a nd reflective
journals w ill provide extensi ve and d lailed in form ation. which wi ll necessita te
a major time comm itment to transcribe and an alyze. In contrast, surveys w ill
prov ide less detail and ind ividua l stori s, but af re lati vely <1SY, ine xpensiv e,
and time-efficient to adm in iste r and to ana lyze. Program managers who do not
have famil iarity and expertise with va ri us e valu ation methods sho uld e ns ure
that the y engage an exp rt to adv ise the m durin g inst rument d ve lopment as
well as data analysis.
T he prim ary data co llec tion ins trume nts described below make up the core of an
evaJ uation , prov ide the majority of the data, and can stand alone . T he secondary
instruments augment the primary ones with add itional data tha t typically does
not come direct ly from the client population. but rather is based 011 staff or
valuator interp r ta tions. The size of a client popu latio n or of the organ i7.ation
can de term ine whic h instru me nt wi II be most real istic.
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Designing an instrument
O nce you have dec ided which instru me nt to use , the fo llow ing steps are
he lpfu l in gu id ing your thought process as you dev elop the instrument .
· Write a two to three sent 'nce pu rpose statement fo r the i nstru rne nt.
· Create the instrument protocol - use the evaluati on matrix, but also re view
re le vant so urces (similar programs/agencies, publ ished literature, websites)
to see if there are similar iwtrul1lents that have been tested and used and
that you may adapt.
· Be attent ive to instructions that need to be incl uded in th e ins trum e nt 

ei ther as a narrative script (for an interv iew or focus group) or as
tran sition paragraphs to facilitate a res pondent m ov ing th rough a survey.
Some key points incl ude: introduce yo urs If and your ro le in the study;
exp la in the purpose of study; assure conf identiality/anonymity (as
ap propriate); stress the impo rtance of candor; tak e notes or ask
permi ss ion to tape record; and keep probe. neutral.

· Consider iss ues of reliability, validity, and anonymity/confidentiality;
revise the instru ment as necessary. Pre-tes t the instrument to assure it is
clear and easy to use .
· Write a short paragraph on plans for analysis.

•

In developing any instrument, you should also think about the context in which
the instrument will be administered. Key issues here relate to location, timing,
recru itment of participants, number of subjects needed, whether to provide the
su bjects with advance information so they may reflect ahead of time on relevant
issues , equ ipment needed (such as a quality tape recorder), use of a note-taker,
rol e of a moderator, etc.
When you have completed desi gning an instrument, go over it again (and have
others look at it) to identify any iss ues related to clarity of questions and/or
in struction s, flow of items/questions, transitions between sections, ease of
adm in istration , and relevance to respondents .
The following sections provide an overview of primary data collection methods,
secondary data collection methods, and guidelines for selection of the most
appropriate met hods for your need s and purposes.

A. Primary Data Collection Method
The prim ary data collection method s are the ones you are likely to use most
freq uently in program evaluation. They include surveys, interviews, and focus
gro ups.

1.

Survey
· What is if?

-Typically a self-administered questionnaire, but may be
admin istered by eva lua tion staff in some instances when
~;o
subjects may not be capable of comp leting it on
SUR\fE
their own (e.g. children, elderly, chronically
~()
menta ll y ill , ctc .)

"'-oOM

'{

-Multiple cho ice or short answer
-Obtain s mosLly empirical or quantitative inform ation
-Respondents are se lected randomly (e.g. anyone who
comes into the cli nic on a given day) or it is give n to
en tire population
-If administered to a sample of a large r grou p, respondents
represent the whole population you are studying
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· Why/wh en is it used?
-To assess impact of program
-To assess client satisfacti on
-To compare find ings

0

e r tim e or across sites

-To general ize results to a larger populati on
-To reac h a large nu m ber of respondents quick ly and
at low cost

-If general (as com pared to in div iduaJized) responses a re
approp riate

· Types of questions in a survey
-Chec k lists - respondent chec ks answer(s) that apply to the m
-Q ual it y and intensi ty scales (S point, balanced scales, for
examp le stro ngly sati s fi ed . satisfied . neutra l, d issatisfied,
strong ly dissatisfied)
- Measure c lient satisfact io n, exte nt of agree me nt with
statements, quality of serv ice, etc.
-Frequency scales -

num be r of eve nts, acti vities

-Story identification - offer ficti ona l scenarios and
respondent indicates whi ch they relate to (works we ll
with kids )
-Rank ing - rate preferences (most preferred
next most prefen'ed = 2; etc.)

= I;

-De mographics - age group, gender, race, leve l of
education, income. etc.
-Last question: "00 you have any
additional comments?"
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-Make sure you avoid any "leading"
questi ons that point the res pondent towards a
particular answer
-Ensure the q ues ti ons are framed in the language/cu lture of
re spondents (such as appropriate lite racy le ve l, or leve l
of sophistication of terminology)

· Format of a survey
-Introduction : length of time it will take to co mplete, wh at
the findings will be used for, why the respond en t should
complete it (w hy it is important)
-Easy opening que stions to engage r sponcle nl
-Smooth now of items - questions in logical sequence
-Build up to sensitive questions

•
•

-Use transition sen tences - e.g. "These ne xt question s ask
about your past use of dru gs and alcoho l"
-Skip patterns - make it clear whe n and how responden ts
should skip questions that may be irrelev ant to them
based on responses to previou s questions
-Conclu sion; where to return survey and by what date;
than k you

. The cover letter
-Offers in formatio n about the study and abo ut the role of {he
respondent
-Purpose, benefit to people
-Who is doing the study, who is pay ing for it, contact person
-Make the respondent fee l important
-Ass ure confidentiality or anonymity
-Oll er opportunity to see study resu lts
-When and how they are to
return the survey

~

-Thank you

SUR\lE'<

~~~o
00
l '0
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-Who to contact if Lhey have
questions (and phone number or email)
-Sig ned letter with original signature; provide name and title
of person
. Conducting a survey

-Pre-tes t the survey on at least 10 peo ple before
ad ministering it with your population gro up to
troubles hoot some of the following common problems:
Confusing wording or use of jargon
Uniform meaning of lan guage

•
•

Appropriate answer choices offered in multiple choice or
ranking questions
Eliminate douhle-harreled questions (e. g. "how satisfied
are you with the treatm en t you received and the length of
lime you vvaileel 10 receiv e ir ') ")

-If the evaluator is admini stering the st;rvey, they should read
the questions and choice of answers exactly as written
and offer Iitt le to no clarification or interpretation.
-Note that with some groups (for example , children or the
mentally ill), it is better to ad mini ster the survey by
reading it but response are still compl eted in the same
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way as if the individual respondent was filling out the
survey by themselves .

. Getting the best responses
-Use inviting, colored paper (pale blue, pale yellow if
mailing; vibrant colors if at an event where you want the
surveys noticed and easily identified)
-Include a self-addressed, stamped return envelope (although
you can save money by not stamping the envelope)
-Cover letter that is personal with an original signature (use
blue pen to show it is not mass printed)
-Short length of survey
-Promise of confidentiality or anonymity
-Advance notification - let people
know they will be receiving
the survey and when
-Send by first class mail
(although you can save money
sending it third class if your
organization has non-profit mailing
status)
-Incentives (monetary or otherwise)

. What to do with the data (analysis)
-Ensure you have someone on staff who has expertise in
statistical analysis, or that you contract with someone
with these skills
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-Each survey response should be given a unique
identification number
Individual responses should be coded (using numbers) to
facilitate analysis; the coding scheme needs to be identical
across respondents
-Quantitative data can be analyzed using a computer
software package such as Microsoft Excel for simple
calculations, or SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences) for more detailed analysis
-Qualitative responses should be summarized and reviewed
to identify any key themes
-Prepare tables (for quantitative data) and narrative (for both
quantitative and qualitative) that report the findings
according to the indicators and key concepts identified in
your evaluation matrix

-Descriptive stati tics such as frequencies, means, and modes
are easily obtained. They are useful to describe
characteristics of a group of clients, of providers, or of
serv ice util ization.
-Standard deviations are used to assess differences between
items (such as responses to a treatment, changes in health
stat us, or changes in behavior due to interventions).
-C ross- tabulations (or correlations) e nable you to look at
differences in frequencies by different groups or
categories (s uch as satisfaction with services across
different age groups of clients).
-Ch i-sq uare is a useful tool to correlate demographic data
among g;oups (for example by geographic location or by
ethnicity/race) .
-Factor analysis can reduce item s from a long Ji st into
categories of items that are closely rel ated and can be
used for subsequent analysis. Thi s co uld involve, for
example, condensing a list of several dozen health belief
statements or behaviors into a small number of themes
that summarize the long list.
-Analysis of variance (ANOYA) can be useful to explore the
existence of variation within and between groups on
either single items or on groups of items created through
factor analysis. Where there are a large number of
respondents, this is a more precise tool to learn the same
thin gs as through standard deviations, cross-tabulations,
or chi-square.
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lnterview
. What is it?
-Evaluation staff meets individually with
interviewee (program staff, agency staff, client,
other stakeholder) for a one-on-one conversation
of about one hour
-A semi-structured means for collecting information
-Obtains mostly qualitative information
-Best conducted by one person with the conversation taped;
ideally a second person is present as a note- taker (for
back up in case the tape is not audible)
-Attention needs to be g iven to format a nd environment to

ensure the location where the interview is conducted is
conducive to conversation, non-threatening to the
respondent, and establishes a level of comfort between
the interviewer and the respondent (therefore be attentive
to dress and body language)

. Why/when is it used?
-To assess program effectiveness
-To assess client and stakeholder satisfaction with program
-To assess impact of program
-To gain information based on individual perspectives and
perceptions
-If individual observations and in-person communication will
contribute more to the evaluation

. Format of an interview
-Introduction:

Purpose of study
Your role in the study
Participation is considered to he informed consent
Assure confidentiality
Anticipated length of interview
If tape recording, ask permission and explain that the
tape is to assist in transcription purposes only
Clarify any potentially confusing wording, acronyms or
Jargon
24

Let interviewee know that they can refuse to answer any
questions without endangering their relationship with
any entity related to the evaluation or program
-Questions:

Open ended
Prohefor personal perspective (e.g. "in
your own words, tell me.. ... " or " in
your opinion . .. " )
Interview questions and anticipated answers
should pertain to personal experience
Assign approximate time to each question so all
questions can be covered in allotted time
-End with 'Thank you" and indicate whether a transcript will
be provided

•

· What to do with the data (analysis)
-Transcri be the notes and/or tapes as
soon as possible after each interview
-Review the transcripts several times
and code for key words and themes
-Organize the key words and themes into patterns, by using
colored highlighters to distinguish themes; by cutting and
pasting an electronic version; or whatever method works
best to help you become familiar with the information.
-Compare these patterns to your indicators and key concepts
-Write narrative to reflect your findings

3.

Focus Group
· What is it'?
-Informal, small group discussion
-Obtains in-dep th , qualitative infoml ation
-Led by a moderator/facilitator following a
predetermined protocol
-Participants are chosen based on some commonality

. Why/when is it used'?
-To develop a deepe r
understanding of a program or
service
-To explore new ideas from the
perspectives of a group of
key informants
-To p rovide a forum for issues to ari se that have not been
conside red
-To g nerate interactive discussion among participants

· Characteristics of a focus group
-Each group is kept sma ll to encourage interaction among
pa rt icipants (6-10 participants)
-Each session usuall y lasts one hour

•

-The conversation is restricted to no more than three to fi ve
related topics (e.g. access to services, who provides
various services, level of service)
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-The moderator has a script that outlines the major topics to
keep the conversation focused, and does not participate
in the dialogue or express any opinions
-Best facilitated by one neutral person with the conversation
taped; ideally a second person is present as a note-taker
(for back up in case the tape is not audible)
-Attention needs to be given to format and environment to
ensure the location where the focus group is conducted is
conducive to conversation, non-threatening to the
respondents, and establishes a level of comfort between
the facilitator and the respondents (therefore be attentive
to dress and body language)
. Format of a focus group
-Introduction:

Goal(s) of the fo cus group: what you want to learn
How the focus group will work: interactive ,
conversational, everyone participates,
c....)
encourage gelling all ideas stated, not
~
necessary to reach agreement, no right
~ ,.,."
or wrong answer

-

-
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Role of moderator (facilitating, not
discussing)

Let participants know that the session will be
tape recorded and for what the tape will be used;
indicate that transcript will have no names in it and will
be seen only by evaluators
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Ensure confidentiality
Request that participants speak loudly, clearly, and one
at a time
-Questions:

Narrowly defined questions keep the conversation
focused
Questions are often very similar to those used in an
interview, with the recognition that a group will be
answering rather than one person
Easy opening question to engage participants

Questions should become increasingly specific as the
discussion proceeds
I nclude optional follow-up or probing questions in the
protocol to help the facilitator to elicit the desired
information

•

Assign an approximate time Fame to each question so
that all topics are covered
Final question: "are there any other comments you'd like
to share ?"
-End with "Thank you" and indicate whether a tran sc ript will
be provided
. Foclls group participants
-Detem1 ine whose perspective you want (service providers ,
'::..;rvice recipients, families of service recipients,
collaborating agencies, other stakeholders)
-Different target populations should not be invited to the
same session, as they may inhibit each other's comments
-Participants are often recruit "d from membership lists,
em ployee li sts , or other databases
-Use a screen ing questionnaire if you need to know more
about potential participan" ; before making selection
. Conducting a focu s group
-Be fl e xible with the sequence of questi ons. If participants
bring up an issue early that comes later on the list of
questi o ns, let the conversation hap pen naturally (with
m in imal guidance).
-Select a moderator carefully so that they are so meone whose
demographics w ill not bias participants ' res ponses.

C .....)
~
~

In-house stailperson has more inside knowledge of
services, hut likely has less experience, and may
introduce a level 01'
hias.
J

~

_FOCUS.'
",.
- - GROUp

•

A professional moderator may he
e.xpensive. but has more experience and has
an emotional distance that allows/cJr
greater ohjectivity. It is sometimes possihle
to ge t an outside person to/acilitate for you
and to donate th eir time.

",. ....

-Com munica te very clearly to the mode rator (particularly if
using an outs ide pro fe ss ional) a description of the se rvice
or ideas being e xplored , and what your needs are. This
way, s/he will kn ow when to fc) llow up and when to
ignore unexpected comments .
-Schedule the focus group at a time that is generally
convenien t for your target population .
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. What to do with the data (analysis)
-Transclibe the tapes and notes from a focus group as soon as
possible after the session. Remember that focus groups
generate a large body
of rich, textual data.
-Analyze the notes by organizing
the data into meaningful
subsections - either around
the questions posed or around
the key concepts reflected
by the questions .
-Code the data by identifying meaningful phrases and quotes .
-Organize the key words and themes into patterns, by using
colored highlighters to distinguish themes; by cutting and
pasting an electronic version; or whatever method works
best to help you become familiar with the information.
-Search for patterns within and across subsections
-Compare these patterns to your indicators and key concepts
-Write narrative to reflect your findings

B. Secondary Data Collection Methods
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These methods complement the primary data collection methods, and should
only be used with at least one of the primary methods . The secondary methods
include observation, review of documentation, critical incident reports, and
journals.

1.

Obser ation
. What is it?
-Systematic technique using one's eyes, ears and other senses
-Uses a standardized grading or ranking to produce
o.\lJlo."'i\O~ quantitative and qualitative information

o'OS'i.'<'

<l _

.........

-Uses "trained observers"
. Why/when is it used?

-To assess services or aspects of programs that require
looking at or listening to the service in action or the
direct result of the service. Some examples one might
observe are:

Assessing facility maintenance
Visibility of street signs

Street cleanliness
Condition of puNic huses
Mental health client hehavior (ohse rve rs are usually
clinicians)
Quality of care provided by nursing homes
Interactions of providers and clien ts
-To ga in add itional insights about a prog ram (o r whatever is
bei ng evaluated) by direct observation of activities,
interacti ons, events, etc .
. Charac teri stics of observation
-Uses trained observers to assure accuracy across observers
and o ver ti me
-Precise rating scales used with specific attributes for each
score/grade

-If using rating sca les, sca les shou ld be no less than three and
no more than seven level s
-Potentially difficult distinc tions should be noted
-U se an observer protoco l form to guide recording of
observ ati on
-T hose being observed do not know what the observer is
meas u ring (they are un aware of content o f protocol)
. Wh at to do with the data (analysis)

o£:'s~W'Jp.\\O~
<0 _

-- - -

-Review the observation protocol and
notes as soon as possible after the
observati on.

-Analyze the notes by organizing the data
into meaningful subsections either around the
questi on s posed or around the key concepts reflected by
the questions .
-Organize the key words and themes into patterns, by usin g
co lored highlighters to di stingui sh themes; by cutting and
pas tin g an electronic version; or whatever method works
best to help you become fa m iliar wi th the informa tion.
-Search for patterns with in and across subsec tions
-Com pa re these patte rn s to other finding s for the indicators
and key concepts
-Write brief narrative to reflect your fin dings , and integrate
this narrative into your overall report.
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2 . Documentation
· What is it?
-Use of various kinds of existing narrative or other data
-Information is not collected first-hand but is available for
review and analysis ("secondary" data)

DOCUMENTATION

-Narrative data may include agency
record s, policies, procedures, minutes,
program description s, e tc .
-Use of existing reports such as
budgetary information, grant history,
service provision/utilization reports , client
profi les, prov ider profi les, etc.

· Why/when is it used?
-To gather hi storical information
-To assess the processes involved in providin g the service
-To augment interpretation of primary data through records
of other activities relevant to the evaluation
· Types of information frequently looked for in agency records:
-Information on client characteri stics
-Quantity of work done
-Response times
-Success of work (e.g. number of clients who successfully
completed program)
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-Administrative/organizational information that may set
context for interpretation of other data
· Potential problems and ways to allev iate them
-Missing or incomplete data

Go back to the data and ,.elated sou,.ces (such as hy
interviewing program staff) to/Ill in as many f!.aps as
possible (do not redo documents but do augment th e
evaluation data colla·tion)
Determine whether part 0 ,. all of the evaluation needs to
be modified because of a lack of key info,.matio n
Exclude missing data or provide a "best estimate" of the
missing values
-Data available only in simplified, overly aggregated form
(e.g. gives you number of people served, but not by
ge nder, ethnicity, race or age)

Where feasihle. go back into the records to reconstruct
the needed data
Conduct new. original data collection
Drop the unavailable disaggregated data fimn the
el'aluation
-U nknown, different, or changing de finitions of data
elements (e.g. measuring the change in the number of
famil ies under the poverty level across time, when the
J rin ition of po verty changed from $9,000 to $ I2,000)

Make feasible adjustm ents to make data more
comparable
Focus on percentage changes rather than ahsolute values
Drop analysis of such data elements when the prohlem is
insurmountable
-D ata that arc Iin ked across time and agencies/programs (e .g.
program -'A" in yo ur organization
trac ks clie nt s by ind ividual s; progra m DOCUMENTATION
"B" tracks by household)

Be sure that the outcome data
apply to the particular clients or
work clements addressed by the
evaluation
Track clients/work elements
hetween agencies/programs using such identifiers as
social security numbers
Lookfor variations in spellings, nicknames. aliases, etc.
(many "smart" computer programs can now do this fo r
yo u)
-Con fidentiality and privacy considerations

Secure needed permissions ji"om persons ahout whom
individual data are needed
Avoid recordin g client names. Instead use code
identifiers.
Secure any lists that link code identifiers to client names.

Destroy these after the evaluation requirements are met
Ohtain data without identifiers from agency employees
. What to do wi th the data (a naly s is)
-Develop a framework based on your indicators and key
concepts in which you can record key findings from the
documentation (sometimes creating a table or a blank
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matrix is useful). This helps to guide your thinking as
you review the various documents, and will keep you
focused on your key indicators and concepts.
-Search for patterns in those findi ngs that reflect the
indicators and key concepts.
-Compare these patterns to other findings for the indicators
and key concepts
-Write brief narrative to reflect your findings, and integrate
this narrative into your overaJi report.

3.

Critical lncident Report
. What is it?
-A reflective document requested of program/agency staff for
purposes of evaluation
-A look back at major events (anticipated or
unanticipated) that affected the program in
positive or negative ways
-Documentation of key events that, in
retrospect, significantly accelerated work
towards accomplishment of goals; OR
created barriers to goal accomplishment; or
enabled the organization to overcome
barriers
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. Why/when is it used?
-To provide an overview of how program
development issues affect outcomes
-To document the processes involved in program
administration from a broad perspective over time (rather
than a daily log)
. Characteristics of critical incident reports
-List of critical incidents in chronological order with dates
provided and description of why the event is viewed as
"critical"
-Examples of critical incidents are: relevant legislation
passed, grant awarded (or not awarded), key staff
member hired or terminated, relocation, new hours of
operation adopted, audit report received, etc.

•

· What to do with the data (analysis)
-Develop a framew ork based on your indicators and key
~
concepts in which you can record key fin d ings
~(j
from the cri ti cal incide nt reports (sometimes
.;$:-~
creating a table or a bl ank matrix is usefu l).
~«; ~

Th is helps to gu ide your th inking as
review the variOlls documents, and

YOu"(,,,,~C

~~

. . ,~'{.

~~:C~~~~5~;l~ ~O~[~~e~t:n your key &
-Search for pattern' in those fi nd ings
that reflect the indica Lors and key
concepts.

~

_

~

~

-Compare these pallern s [0 other finu ings for
the ind ica Lors and key concept·
-Wri le bri ef nan'al ive to refl ect your find ings, and integrate
this narrat ive into your overall report.

4.

Journal
· What is it?
-Pe rsonal re flec tions and observation by indi vid ual s;
recorded on a regu lar basis
-Provides infornlation rel ated to the program being eval uated
from a personal perspective of key individual s invo lved
in the program
· Why/when is it used?
-To assess sublle changes in the program o ver time
-To encourage key ind ividu als to reflect upon events and
assess both the ir persona l reactions and the organizatio n's
responses
• Charact ristics of a journal
-Personal pers pective
-Hi ghly rctlec tive
-Daily/weekl y obse rv ations about program
occ urrences, cl ient acti vities , e tc . and responses

".'

-Free- form or in response to general gu ided
questions
'
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. What to do with the data (analysis )
-Develop a framework based on your ind icators and key
concepts in which you can record key findings from the
jou rn a ls (sometimes creating a table or a b la nk matri x is
llsefu l). This helps to guide our thi nkin g as you rev ie w
the vario us docu ments, an d wi II kee p you foc used on
your key indicator. and concepts .
-Co llect the journals period ical ly (if on a long-time period)
or once at the end of a prescribed period of time.
-Read each journal , and analyze the content usi ng
the frame work YOll have develop d.
-Search for patterns in those fi nd ings that re n ect
the indi cators and key concepts. Record or track
these by using colored highJ ighters to di stingu ish
lhemes; by clllting and pasti ng an electron ic
version of the journals; or by whatever method
works best to help yo u become fami liar with
the info rmation .
-Compare these pat terns to other fin dings for the
ind icators and key concepts.
-Write brief narrative to reflect your fin din gs, and integrate
thi s narrat ive into your overall report.

C.
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1.

Issues in lnstrument Selection

Assessing Relative Merits

There are a number of issues to cons ider in selecting relevant evaluation
instruments . Some of th se relate to the relative meri ts of ind ividu al
instru men ts.

•

• Key considerations in selecting a spec ifi c instrument include:
-Design issues -Data collection -Data analys is -

time, ex p rrise, resources available
ease , time, expertise needed
ski lls needed, time, level of detai l

-Response content -

limited vs. expansive

-Flexibi li ty and accuracy of instru ment
-Bias introduced by method
-Nature of q uestions -

open-ended, closed-ended

-Side benefits or disad vantages

.

Each of the se key considerations is illustrated in Table 6 for each of the methods
pre viously de sc ribed. The key issue in selection of instruments is determining
what will provide the best infonnation to help you to accomplish the goals of
you r evaluation.

2.

Time/Value Tradeoffs

Each ins trument sugges ts various tradeoffs that m us t be co nsidered in terms of
resources required to adm inister and analyze the instrument as compared to the
value of the information that will be collected. These resources include money,
equ ipme nt, expertise, and li me for desig n, set-up, administration, analysis, and
reporting .
. Key issue s to consider in these tradeoffs include:
-Set- up time
-Admini stration time
-Analys is ti me
-Other issues req uiring resources (that may outweigh the
potential value of the data)
-Nature of output

A n approximation of the costs associated with eac h of the se iss ues for each
met hod is illustrated in Table 7. Again, it is vital in selec tion of instruments to
de term ine what you can afford that will provide the best inform ation for you.
Freq uently, tradeoffs of costs aga inst potential data are necessary but ultimately
do not compromise the quality of evaluation.
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Table 6: Comparison of Evaluation lnstruments

Survey

• moderate time
• expertise in
survey design
• resources
printing,
mailing,
responses

In-person
interview

• easy to design

• easy
(little to no time)

• with basic
ski ll s, easy

• sample
population

• limited
• must use
simple words
• less detail

• accurate if
questions valid
• little
flexibility

• little (exce pt
built into
s urvey design)

I

• closed
primarily

• generalizable

• open-ended

• build individual
relation :·,hips

• may be used for
public relations
and/or promotion

• use existing
lists to recruit

• selection
important to
ensure repre
sentation

• lengthy

• own words

• need qual
itative skills

• range of
opinions

• high f1exibility
within protocol

• detailed

• time inten
sive (one on
one)

• potential for
high inter
viewer intro
duced bias

• conversational

• may not be compar
able acrOss multiple
interv iewees

• non-v e rbal
iss ues

• pe rm ission
necessary

Telephone
interview

,

• easy to design , . less time than
lI1-person
• potential for
increased
number of
rejections

Focus group

I

• easy to design

• own words

• need qual
itative skills

• range of
opl1110nS

• high flexibility
within protocol

• o pen-ended

• eliminates
non·ve rbal
iss ues

• conversational

I •ensure range of
repres entatives

• expertise to
facilitate
• peml issio n or
agreement
neces~ary

•

• lengthy
• need qual
itative s kills

• highly
detailed

• high f1exibility
within protocol

• high potential
to derail

· non-verbal
issues

• may intro
duce bias
among
participants

• open-ended

· high potential for
early tennination
• potential for fab
ric at ion of ans wers

• detailed

• time intensive

••

• len gthy

• conversational

• paI1icipants can
build upon each
other and interact
and therefore gen
erate more ideas

Table 6: Comparison of Evaluation lnstrulllents continued

Observation

• easy to design

I ·tra ining of
observers
• time intens ive
to observe

• le ng th y
• need qual 
itative skills

time consuming
• initial access
ma y take time

• high flexibility

• completeness
and acc uracy
of records
may be issue

• variable
(depends on
kinds of data
collected)

• high because
of observer

• open or
closed

• can view " rcal "
interactions
• bias of obsen ,.:r's
presence
• 0ppol1unity for
additional problemsol ving or consultation
• augments primary
data
• aenerates lists of
~nce l1ain value

• could be
high from
collection

• augments primary
data

• presence of
observe r may
bias behavior

· words of
observe r and
quotes from
participants

• pelmi ssion
necessary

Documentation I . easy to design I • can be very

• varied
(fixed vs .
open)

• limited or
extens ive

• depends upon
protoco l

• bias of what
is recorded

I
Journals
or Critical
incident

reports

• easy to design

• hi bohlv_
dependent on
will ingne ss of
part ici pant to
g iv e the time

• len gth , if
lots of content
• varies but
sho uld be de tailed and in
own words

W
-.....J

• hig hl y
personal

• hi gh
fl ex ibility

• respondent
chooses to
include or not
include

• o pen within
ge neral
guidelines

• could in~rre
improve recordkeeping
• could raise issues
not previou sly
thought of
• j?,enerate lots of
mformati o n but
of uncertain value
• augments primary
data
• reveal information
not otherwise
provided
• may aenerate lots
of information with
Ii ttle con text for
evaluation

w
co

Table 7: General Guidelines on Time

Survey

1-4 days

Interview
lI1-person or
telephone

1/2 day

Focus group

I Minutes per survey

VS.

Value

Minutes per
survey

• need database
and/or statistical
ex pertise

• lots of data
· little variation
• numbers not words
· generalizable

I .5 hours per
interview

3 hours per
interview plus
synthesis

• need qualitative
data experience

· reams of paper
· individual stories
· words and anecdotes
• cannot quantify
· draw generalizations only
after multiple interviews

1/2 day

1.5 hours per
focus group

3 hours per focus
group plus
synthesis

• need qualitative
data experience

• reams of paper
· indi vidual stori es
• dynamic interac tion s within group
• peer dialogue
· words and anecdotes
· cannot quantify
· some ability to draw generalizations

Observation

1/2 day

As long as it takes
to observe

Can be very
lengthy or very
brief

• time to observe

• thin data
· useful to back up other so urce s
and provide additional ins ig hts

Documentation

Time to get access

Lengthy

Lengthy

• access

• thin
• complements narrative or
numerical data

Critical
incident report
or Journal

1-2 hours

Lots of individual
time (not evaluator
time)

Lengthy

· willingn ess of
participants to
g ive time and to
respect the method

• rich stories
· not generalizable
• mayor may not be fo cussed

Vl.

•
Other lssues ln
Evaluation

Other is ues often are encounte red in the course of conducting an evaluation.
Some of these are discu ssed below.

Reporting findings
A final step in the evaluation process is to report the results. A fairly typical
method is to w lite an evaluation report that de sc ribes project goals, what was
done, w hat was measured, and the results . The reporting of resu lts shou ld be
guided explicitly by the matrix (using the concepts as major headings and the
indicators as sub-headings). This w ill facilitate synthesis of findings and
presentation in a report.
It is al so com mon fo r evaluation results to form the basis for presentations and
pub li cat ions in publ ic venues. C are should be gi ven to ensuring that no
confide ntial in foml ation is disclosed, and that the program/sponsoring
organizati o n has given permission (if app ropriate) for its evaluation findings to
be released in a pu blic for um .
Consideration should a ls o be given to alternative forms of reporting to ensure
wider and more rapi el d issemination. Some ideas for other forms of reporting
a re li sted bel ow:
· Report to stakeholders/community (brief, community-friendly format,
lots of graphics and photographs)
• A nnua l report of organization
· Web-s ite -

presentatio n of selected res ults and "stori es"

· Poster di splay - s ummaries of key findings; displayed at organization
or at variou s public venues
· Broc hure

Frequent problems and strategies
to address thenl
One of the most useful things for people about to begin an evaluation to know
about is what experiences o thers have had . What are the most common

problems people encounter? The following list identifies some of these problems
and suggests strategi es to address the m.

Problem: The time it takes to do e,'uJuation well \"~. otht'r
in the \H)rk scttin~ Ii.t.". man) organizations do not June
a designated evaluation c\.pert so the '\!Irk gets added tu someone's
c\:istin~ workload).
('ummilll1~l1ts
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Suggested strategies: Focus the evaluation effort on what
you can do in the time you have. Pay careful attention to the
workload of involved individuals to avoid overburdening the
"evaluation" staff person.

Problem: Lack of financial and intellectuaJ investment by staff in the
evaluation proces~.
Suggested strategy: Work to create an organizational culture
that values the role and outcomes of evaluation, and the
linkage of this work to program improvement for
beneficiaries (clients/customers,
staff, board members).

Problem: Lack of in-holl~e e.. aluatiun expertise and/or resources to
a consultant to conduct the evaluation.

PU)

Suggested strategies: Go to your local university or
community college to identify faculty who will consult pro
bono or at a low rate. The key departments which usually
have faculty who teach evaluation and are skilled in practice
include anthropology, education, health administration,
psychology, public health, social work, and sociology.
Faculty can help identify graduate students in relevant
disciplines who are developing evaluation expertise and can
help your organization while advancing their own learning.

Prublem: Managing
acth·itics.
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(~md

limiting) the scupe and range of' evaluation

Suggested strategies: Use the evaluation matrix to guide and
focus your work, and be disciplined in determining what is
truly relevant for the goals of your program and the intent of
your evaluation. Find the balance that suits your needs
between too much data where you got lost, and too little data
where findings are superficial.
Problem: Difficult)" in

gettin~

respondents to evaluation activities.

Suggested strategies: Demonstrate the benefit to individual
participants and/or the program, so that respondents feel that
their input matters and will be used constructively. Offering
a synopsis of the evaluation results at the end of the
evaluation may increase the willingness of individuals to
participate. Some form of compensation (i.e. a $5-10 gift
certificate) may be appropriate, but be careful to avoid the
impression of bribery, and also do not commit major
resources to compensation that might better be spend on the
evaluation or on the program itself.

Problem : Challenges posed by
program.

tr~ i n~

to evaluate a developing

Suggested strategies: Deve lop a conceptually broad matrix
tha t rela tes to the prog ram goals (rathe r than spec ific
activ ities ). Then evalu atio n instruments can be tailor-m ade
for spec ifi c progra m activ ities, but still provide in fo nnation
on the conce pts and indica tors deri ved from the program
goals. Instru ment' shou ld be examined periodically to
ensure thaI they are st ill re levant to the p rogram activili s
and desig n.

Additional issues to consider
F inally, there a re some other issues re lated to eval uation that
shou ld be ack no wledged:
• Diffe rentiating progra m evaluation from assessment of client o utcomes 
a focu s on prog ram effectiveness m ay give di ffe rent kinds o f fi ndi ngs
than a focu.' on client health status or other re le vant individual outcomes

· Fe cusecl eval uation vs. overall organi zat ion e va luati on -

a need for clear

foc us of the actual ev aluation
· Defini ng program or project goals vs. organizational m issi on what is the aim of the ev aluatio n

focus o n

· Longitudi.nal eva lu ation (beyond specific program evaluati on) - de fini ng
wh at is needed for an im med iate ev aluati on (short time fra me) vs. what
data m ig ht be useful tu collect on an ongo ing basL to track program
progress toward goals over a long period of lime . T here may be
im mediate e va luation needs for a sho n -te rm funded project, whereas the
long-term ev alu at ion may relat e to program accom pl ishment over
se vera l years, or hea lth st atu ' of client groups as a res ult of interven tions
(such as me nia l heal th clients who ma intai n independent living for
se era l years after program partici pat ion).
· How to fi nd e val uation expertise - dete rmining the avai lability of
interna l expe rti se, external cons ultant s, and var ious rel atively low co, t
ways of obtai n ing support for evaluation
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Vll. Resources
There are many useful resources available that address different aspects of
evaluation. The foI1owing list includes many resources used in the preparation of
thi s handbook, as well as others that readers may find valuable as reference in
their own evaluation work.
Stephen D. Brookfield. Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher. San
Francisco: Jossey -Bass Inc ., Publi shers, 1995.
Norman K. Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln, eds. Collecting and
Interpreting Qualitative Materials. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications,
Inc., 1998.
Norman K. Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln, eds. Strategies of Qualitative
Inquiry. Thousand Oaks, CA : Sage Publications, Inc., 1998.
Don A. Dillman. Mail and Internet Surveys: The Tailored Design Method.
2nd ed . New York: Free Press, 1999 .
Arl ene Fink, ed. The Survey Kit. Thousand Oaks , CA: Sage Publications,
Inc., 1995. Includes 9 volumes (available individually or as a set):
Vol. 1: The Survey Handbook (Arlene Fink).
Vol. 2: How to Ask Survey Questions (Arlene Fink).
Vol. 3: How to Conduct Self-Administered Mail Surveys (Linda
Bourque and Eve Fielder).
Vol. 4: How to Conduct Interviews by Telephone and in Person
(James Frey and Sabine Mertens Oishi).
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Vol. 5: How to Design Surveys (Arlene Fink) .
Vol. 6: How to Sample in Surveys (Arlene Fink).
Vol. 7: How to Measure Survey Reliability and Validity (Mark
Litwin).
Vol. 8: How to Analyze Survey Data (Arlene Fink).
Vol. 9 : How to Report on Surveys (Arlene Fink).
David L. Morgan . Focus Groups as Qualitative Research. Newbury Park,
CA: Sage Publications, Inc., 1997 .
David L. Morgan. Successful Focus Groups . Newbury Park, CA: Sage
Publications, Inc., 1993.
Michael Quinn Patton . Utilization Focused Evaluation: The New Century
Edition. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, Inc., 1997.

Ro be rt A. Pete rso n. ConsLructing Effective Questionnaires. Thousand
Oaks, CA: Sage Pu blications, Inc., 2000.
Ansel m Strauss an d J. Corbi n. Bas ics of Q uali tative Research: Grounded
Theory Proced ures and Tec hn iques. Ne wbury Park, CA: Sage
Pu blications, [nc. , 1990.
Do nald P. Warwick and Charles A. Lini nger. The Sample Survey : T heory
and Pract ice . Ne w York : McGraw-Hi li , Inc., 1975.
Jose ph S. W holey, Harry P. Hatry and Katherine E. Newcomer, eds .
Handbook of Practical Program Eva luation. San Francisco: Jossey- Bass
Inc., Pu blishers, 1994.
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Notes
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Sample lnstruments
The following sample instruments are all adapted from "real"
instrumentation used by a variety of agencies in the Portland, OR
area. These instruments have been "blinded" to remove individual
identifying information.
The following samples of evaluation instruments are presented:

Survey of

COllllTIUnity lnelTIbers
includes cover letter, survey instrument,
sample of follow-up reminder postcard
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Behavior survey

51

for youth

Survey presented in two languages

52

Satisfaction survey

54

Pre- and post-test assessnlent
of knowledge

56

ln terview protocols
for staff and governing board of
community initiative

57

lnterview protocol for
comnlunity partners

59

Focus group protocol

60

Observation protocol

62

Crt tical events log

64

Reflective journal protocol

66
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[Cover Letter Example]
Dear Community Member,
The Healthy C ommunities Initiative is a project funded as part of a national initia
tive, sponsored by the Health y Communities Foundati on. We arc currently involved in an
evaluation of the work of the local Healthy C ommunities Initiative to date. This eva lu ation
will help to provide infonnation to promote and expand future work of the Initiative.
Your name was included in a list of community representatives provided to us by the
I ealthy Communities office. This survey is intended to provide community inp ut on the
work of the Initiative. Al tho ugh you mayor may not have had m uch contact with the
Initialive, your opinion is important so please take a few mi nutes to share you r comments
with us.
Your responses are confidential. Completion of the survey shou ld take approximate
ly 20 minutes. Please complete and fax the survey by September 21, 2001 to Sally Sm ilh
at the State University School of Community Heal tll , at 503-752-5555. The survey can also
be sent to the Scllool of Community Health, State University, P O B ox Ill, Metropolis, OR
98222, A tt n: Sall y Smith.
The results of the survey will be incorporated into the eval uation report. A complete
copy of the Healthy Communities Initiative evaluation will be made available 011 req uest
later thi s summer. To receive a copy of the report or to receive more infonnation about the
Healthy C ommunities Initiative, please contact Bob Brown, at 503-222-4444.

If you have any question s or comments concerning this survey, please contact Sally
Smith bye-mail at smiths@stateu.edu.
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Thank you for your time and valuable input.
Sincerely,

Elizabeth Green, Ph.D.
Evaluation Director

Frederick Black, Ph.D.
Evaluation Co-D irector

COMMUNITY SURVEY
This survey is intended to provide information on the Healthy Communities Initiative
a nd its initial collaborations. As a community representative we would like your input.
Please take a few minutes to complete the survey. All responses are confidential. Thank
you in advance for you time and input.

1.

Are you aware of the Healthy Communities Initiative? (check one)
_
yes _no

2. The Initiative has sponso red several activities as lis ted below. Please mark the box that
indicates your level of involvement with each of these activities. If you have not had any
co ntac t with the Initiative, please continue on to question #5.
Did not know
about this
activity?

Knew about
this activity

Wanted to par
ticipate but
could not

Participated in
this activity

a. 1999 Healthy
Communities
Forum
b. Pre-natal
Access Action
Team Meeti ng
c. Head Lice
Action Team
Meeting
d. Data Action
Team Meeting
e. Healthy
Communities
Counc il Meetings
f. Coalition of
Coalitions

g. Pre-natal
Summit
h. ommunity
Celebration
Luncheon

3. Please check any other contacts you may have had with the Initiative.
_
_
_
_

called Healthy Communities office for information
Healthy Communities staff attended one of our meetings
read about Healthy Communities in newspaper
other (please specify)_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
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4. In your contact with the Healthy Communities Initiative how would you characterize the
project? Please circle on the scale where you would rank the value of the Initiative for each
of the qualities listed below.
Very useful

1

2

3

4

5

Not very useful

Unique

1

2

3

4

5

D uplicates other activi ties

Collaborative

1

2

3

4

5

F ragm ented

2

3

4

5

Homogeneous

2

3

4

5

Detac hed from comm unity

Heterogeneous
Responsive to
community

5. Are you currently involved in any community health improvement initiatives? (check one )
_yes _no
If you answered yes to question #5, please name the initiative(s) .

6. In your opinion, what are the three most critical iss ues facing our metropolitan area?

7. In your opinion, what are the three most critical health issues facing our metropolitan area?
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8. In your experience, what is one thing that helps make community collaboration successful?

9. In your experience, what are the three most important resources in creating and sustaining a
healthy community?

Demoeraphic Information
10. Which best d scribes your work rolc? (check one)
_ Health provider

_ Social services provider

_ Ed ucation al commun ity

_ Reli gious community

_ The arts commu nity

_ Local government

_ State government

_ Fede ral gov mment

_ Homemaker/Caregiver

Student

_ Business own r or bu siness commun ity representative
_ Other (pleasc specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
11. W hat are some of the other ro les you play in your com mu ni ty? (check all that apply)
_ Community organ izer
Citizen leader
Volunteer
Advocate
Fu ndraiser
Pu blic Relations
_ Othcr (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
12. W hat county do you live in?
13. W hat is the name of the neighborhood you live in?
14. What part of the met ropolitan area do you work in?
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15 . Which racial / ethnic group do yo u most id entify with? (check one)
American Indian
Asian
Pac ific Islander
_ Hispanic
African American
Caucas ian
_ O ther (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Please retu rn this survey by September 21, 2001 by fax to Sarah Smith at 503-725-5555,
or by mail School of Comm un ity ) ealth, State University, PO Box Ill, Metropolis, OR
98222, Attn : Sally Sm ith.
We tha nk you for ta kin g the time to complete this survey!

[Follow-up Postcard for Community Survey]
Dear Community Member,
A few weeks ago you were sent a survey for completion regarding the Hea lthy Communities
Initiative. This postcard is a reminder that your input as a community representative is critical to the
assessment of the initial efforts of the Initiati ve.
We rea lize that your time is valuable. If you have already returned the s urvey, we th a nk you for yo ur
time. If you have not returned the survey please take a few minutes to fill it out and fax or send it
in. We remind you that the survey is tota lly confidential. There is no way for information to be tied
to any individual.
Again, we appreciate your time and input. Please fax the survey to Sally Smith at S03-7S2-SSSS, or
send it to the following address: School of Community Health, State University, PO Box 111,
Metropolis, OR 98222, Attn: Sally Smith.

If you need another copy of the survey please contact Sally Smith at smith s@s tate u.edu .
Thank yo u,
Healthy Communities Evaluation Team
[NOTE: This would be prepared as a typical postcard in terms of size, in order to mail at a postcard
rate accordin g to the U.S. Postal Service.]
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HABITS SURVEY

How often do you... (circle a number for each set of statements)
Almost never (doesn't listen , no eye contact, fidgets ,

bored, distracted , interrupts, inattentive)

1

2

Almost neve r (afraid to say what you think,

Listen patiently and curiously
for understanding
3
4
Speak honestly and respectfully

or speaks in a rude or mean way)

1

is seen on TV, doesn't think for self, wants to

2

lashes out, gives up easily , whines, hits,
yells when unhappy)

2

Almost never (messy, not respectful of people,
places or things , doesn't help clean up)

1

2

Almost never (gives cold pricklies, does unkind
and unhealthy things, procrastinates, is dishonest,
insecure, self-conscious)

1

3

4

Resist "thought infection"- peer or
media pressure to act in unkind or
unhealthy ways
3
4
Stay calm and creative vs. stressed
and reactive

Almost never (easily irritated or frustrated,

1

eye contact , good questions , attention)

5
Almost always (share what you think in

a respectful way)

2

Almost never (does what others want , or what

1

Almost always (shows interest with

2

c.n

3

4

5
Almost always (thinks for self, resists

pressure to do what everybody else does ,
be "cool" , does what's best for self and others)

5
Almost always (stays or regains calm ,
thinks of different ways to handle
problems)

5

Leave people, places, and th ings
better than you found them
3
4

Almost always (helps clean, picks up

Radiate your inner sun - be
welcoming, warm and wise

Almost always (gives warm fuzzies , is kind
and helpful , honest, makes wise choices,
sees good in others, confident, caring)

3

4

litter, organizes)

5

5

PROGRAMA [NAME] -

PRE/POST MEMBERS EVALUATION QUESTIONS

What have you achieved after participating in Programa [Name]?

Please name four important skills parents should have to raise a "healthy family".

When do babies begin to learn?

How has the support you have received from Programa [Name] helped you as a
young mother?
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How has the support you have received from Programa [Name] helped you as in
immigrant (if you are an immigrant)?

How often did you attend Programa [Name] groups? (circle one)
Every week

Sometimes

A few times

When are you planning to have your next child?

Never

PROG RAMA [NOMBRE] PRE/POST PREGUNTAS DE EVALUACION
LQue objetivos ha conseguido despues de participar en Programa?

LPodrfa por favor nombrar cuatro cualidades importantes que una familia deberia
tener para criar una "familia sana"?

LCuando empiezan los nifios a aprender?

LComo Ie ha ayudado el apoyo recibido del Programa [Nombre] como madre
joven?

LComo Ie ha ayudado el apoyo recibido del Programa [Nombre] como emigrante
(en caso de que 10 sea)?

LCuantas veces ha atendido los grupos del Programa [Nombre]?
Cada semana

Algunas veces

LCuando piensa tener su proximo hija/o?

Pocas veces

I\lunca
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Ombudsperson Services
Volunteer Satisfaction Survey
Thank you for participating as a volunteer for the Om budsperson Services program. We are
striving to continuously evaluate and improve our program of providing the best services to
our clients, while continuing to provide a positive experience to our volunteers. Please take
a moment to complete this survey on your experience as a volunteer.

Please tell us about yourself.
I. Gender:

Male

Female

2. What year were you born?
3. County of residence (check one):
Multnomah

Clackamas

Washington_

O ther (specify) _ _ __

4. Profession or occupation you work in : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
5. Ombudsperson program you are working with:
Health
_
Housing
_
Transportation
6. For how many years have you been a volunteer with this organization? _ _ __
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7. H ow did you hear about the Ombudsperson program? (check all lhat apply)
Newspaper
_
Mailing
Friend
_
Other (specify) _ __ __ _
_
Wa lk-in
Posted advertisement

Now we would like to ask you a few questions about the volu nteer training you
received . Please check one ooxfor each question.

8. I received adequate training by the

Strongly
Agree

Agree

e utral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Ombudsperson Program prior to
work ing with my first client.

0

0

0

0

0

9. The training I received was helpful
in preparing me for my role as an
Ombudsperson.

0

0

0

0

0

0
II. I was gi ven information on how
0
to receive help on difficult client issues.

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

10. The training gave me confidence in
my ability as an Om budsperson.

Now we would like to ask about your satisfaction with the Ombudsperson program.
Please check one box for each question.
How sati sfi ed are you with:
12. Your level of communication with staff?
13 . The on going support you receive from
staff?
14. The intake forms you receive from the
Ombudsperson aides?
15. The number of clients you are asked to
serve each day?
16. The type of cases assigned to you?
17. The ongoing training you receive?
18. Your ability to effectively resolve client
proble ms/issues?
19. The impact you make on a client 's life?
20. T he Ombudsperson program overall ?

Strongly
Satisfied

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1

Satisfied

Ne utral

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Dissatisfied

Strongly
Dissa tisfied

0
0
0
0
0
Oi 0
01 0
0
0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

21. Is your work as an Ombudsperson ever stressful for you ? (check one)
Never stressful
_
Often stressful _
Sometimes stressful _
Rarely stressful
Finally we would like some general observations from you.
22. What could the staff at [organization] do to better serve your needs as a volunteer?
Please be as general or as specific as you would like .

22. Please offer any other general comments.

Please use the enclosed stamped addressed envelope to return the completed survey by
[date].
Thank you for your time and input!
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Children Preventing Child Abuse
Pre and Post Test
Please read each question carefully and check the correct answer. It is not neces
sary to put your name on this test. Thanks!

Violence in the Home
Is it a crime for people in a family to hit one
another with children present?

Yes

No

If you grow up in a house where people hit
each other, can you learn to solve problems
without hitting?

Yes

No

Does smoking cigarettes during pregnancy hurt
the unborn baby?

Yes

No

Can street drugs taken during pregnancy hurt the
baby for the rest of its life?

Yes

No

Is it OK to leave a crying baby on its back for
15 minutes?

Yes

No

6. Do most babies cry about 2 hours per day?

Yes

No

Drug Use

Shaken Baby
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Shaking a baby can cause (check all the right answers - you can check more tha n
one):
Freckles
Eye damage
Brain damage
Broken ribs

Summary
Which of the following could cause child abuse (you can check more tha n one)?
Drug use in the home
Grown ups hitting other grown ups in the home

Interview Protocol
Healthy Communities Staff

[Note : Inte rv ie w should be set up foll owing a mailed I ner of introduct ion. All interviews
shou ld be conduc ted by the same indi vid ual to en hance rel iability, and should be taped; a
note-taker shou ld also be present fo r each interview.]
[Write an introductory script: Introductions explaining con text, th anks for participation,
exp la nation of taping and no te-taking, and confi den tiality of transcript.]
What are three of the most importa nt thi ngs that have been accomplished by the Healthy
Commun ities project?
Wha t is your role as fac ilitator for Heal thy Communities goals?
What are one or two o f the most creat ive partnersh ips that have been formed and what makes
these the most creative? What partnerships still need to be formed?
Let's talk about yo ur varioll s roles for a few m inutes. What is your role in issue identifica
tion for Healthy Co mmun ities partic ipation? What is your role in the decision-making
process for underta king activ ities/projects ? W hat is your role whe n issues become an Action
Team effort?
Are the re issues th at you as staff would like to be working on? If yes, what are they and can
YOll please desc ribe them? If no, What prevents YO LI from working on them?
Ho w wou ld you characterize the credibili ty of Healthy Communities in this community? How
has Healthy Commu nities c hanged co mmunity health or health services?
Ho w would you cha racte rize your own credibility in the community?
[For Executiv e Director l: How woul d you describe your role with the governing council? Is
there anything you wou ld like to see c hanged? How would you describe your role with the
Action Teams? Is the re anyth ing yo u wo uld like to see changed?
Are there any barriers that inhibit YOll from meeting Healthy Communities goa ls?
Are there resources you can identify which wou ld help you to more efficiently or effectively?
Are there other comments YOll would like to add?

[Thank interviewee.]
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Interview Protocol
Healthy Communities Governinl: Council Members
[Note: Interview should be set up following a mailed lener of introduction. All interviews
should be conducted by the same individual to enhance reliab ili ty, and should be taped; a
note-taker should also be present for each interview.]
[Write an introductory script: Introductions explaining context, thanks for participation,
explanation of taping and note-taking, and confidentiality of transcript.]
How long have you been involved with the Healthy Communities Initiative and in what ways?
Describe the connection of the Healthy Communities Initiative to your own work and activi
ties in the local community. What history and experience do you bring to the local effort?
In your own words, how would you describe Healthy Communities to the uninitiated? [note
this is not a test of knowledge]
What are the three most important accomplishments of the Council? [probe for the three the
respondent is most excited about.]
Tell me about your observations of the staff's role in the Council. Are there any additional or
emerging staff support need s for the Council?
Would you like to see more involvement of community leaders on the Council? If yes, what
would you suggest to increase their involvement? If no, do you have any other sugges tions
or comments about their involvement? How can their involvement be maintained ?
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Describe the role of this initiative in local community health improvement efforts. How does
it relate to other aspects of local health services delivery.
Describe one or two of the most creative partnerships formed under the auspices of Healthy
Communities. What other kinds of p3i1nerships are needed to accelerate this work locally?
What is your impression of Healthy Communities' credibility in the community? What is this
impression based upon?
What is your vision of the Healthy Communities Initiative? Where can it go? What barriers
need to be overcome to enact that vision?
Do you have any other comments to add?
[Thank interviewee.]

COMMUNITY PARTNER INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Let's begin with some basic information.
Please provide a brief overview, from your own perspective, of the partnership project in
which your organization participated.
Why did you get involved in this partnership? How did it come about?
Let's talk about the outcomes of the project:
What were your expectations? Did you have specific goals? Were your expectations met?
What would you say was the key to success? What went particularly well, and why?
What obstacles/barriers did you encounter and how did you deal with them?
We ' re interested in the impact of the project on your organization:
What were the benefits to your organization (social, economic, impacts on staff, insights
about operations, capacity to serve clients)?
Knowing what you know now, what would you do differently that would make the partner
ship go better?
Thinki ng about the university 's role in the partnership:
W hat should the university do differently next time?
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The final thing we will do is to encourage you to reflect again on your experience of work
ing w ith the university. Reflect back over the project period and over this discussion:
W hat is the most important th ing you ' d like the university to hear from you?
What relationsh ip, if an y, do you anticipate you w ill develop/maintain with the university in
the futu re?

Thank participant.

Focus Group P rotocol
Introduction [5 minutes]
The goal for this focus group is to have an open, honest and interactive discussion. We
want to learn more about the role of [organization] 's Steering Committee and ask you a few
ques tions about your experiences as members. As facilitator, I will be asking the questions
but will not offer my own opinions or comments.
The purpose of this focus group is to discuss the Steering Committee's role in providing
guidance to [organization] across its three program areas - Health Services, Housing, and
O mbudsperson Services - and to assess ways to maximize the input from the Committee.
Before we start, there are a few ground rules that we ask all focus group participants to fol
low:
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O ne at a time: On ly one person should speak at a time.
Avoid cross talk : We want to have a dialogue as a group. So, please speak one at a time
and address your comments to everyone in the group, not just your neighbor. Remember,
we want to hear everyone's comments and that can only happen if yo u talk to the whole
group and one at a time.
Be respectful of other's opinions: We would like this to be a dialogue where we listen
carefully to each other, allow what we hear to stimulate our own thoughts about the issues,
and respect the opinions of others even if we don't necessarily agree. Our intent is not to
gain a consensus, but rather a range of opinions.
T his is your discussion: My role is to facilitate the discussion and not to give answers or
to take sides when there are differences of opinion. Each person 's input is important , and
there are no right or wrong answers about the issues we will discuss today.
We will hold everythin g confide ntial: It is important that you all feel comfortable sharing
your ideas, even difficult-to-share experiences. We shou ld all feel safe that what is said
here will not be repeated to others once we leave.
We may need to m ove on before veryone has had a chance to share everything they
wou ld like. We have a number of questions to address over the ne xt hour and a half, and
don't want to take any more of your time. Moving us through the se topics may require me
to interrupt or redirect the conversation.

We will be tape recording this discussion, to help the researchers prepare the report to
[organization]. However, no staff from the organization will hear these tapes, and the report
will not include any names or other personal identifiers that may come out during our con
versation. As I said before, everything you say will be kept completely confidential.
Let's begin by introducing ourselves. PLease state your name, the organization you are
affiliated with, and how long you've been involved with [organization]. [5 minutes]
What do you see as the Steering Committee's role in helping [organization] carry out its
three main service programs - Health Services, Housing, and Ombudsperson Services?
l iS minutes]
How would you assess the communication between (organization] and the Committee?
Do you receive regular information? Does it contain what you need to assess how well
the programs are operating? What other information and communication do you need?
[ 15 minutes]
How well are you able to respond to issues or problems brought by lorganization] to
your Committee for discussion? Are you able to provide helpful advice? Why or why
not? [10 minutes]
[Organ ization] has one Steering Committee to provide guidance across its three program
areas. Is th is an effective committee structure, or would it be better to have one com
mittee for each program area? Why do you think this? [10 minutes]
Is the Committee's meeting schedule adequate? Do you need more or less meetings?
Are the meetings agendas appropriate, or are they too ambitious? What else would you
like to d isc Ll. s at Comm ittee meetings? [10 minutes]
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What about the size and membership of the Committee? Is it appropriate or should
there be changes? What changes might be made to strengthen the Committee in its
work? [5 minutes]
Ov rail , how would yo u assess the effectiveness of the Steering Committee in fulfilling
its role as an advisory group to [organization ]? What else that we have not discussed
could help th Committee to be more helpful and effective in its work? [10 minutes]

•

Finally. do you have any additional comments on topics we have not covered? [5 min
Li tes]

Thank the participants for their time and input.
[Total ti me: 90 min utes]

CLASSROOM OBSERVATION
This example of an observation form is for a classroom observation.
The purpose of observation is to describe quantitatively and qualitatively the activities that
go on in a particular setting, in this case a community-based learning course. Observations
can provide indications of the integration of various themes (in this case a community focu s
within the academic content of a course), and descriptions of how and to what extent inte
gration is achieved . When used as ongoing data collection in a specific setting, observa
tions can display changes or lack of changes in participants ' roles, in the communication
methods, and in the content of interactions.
In preparation for observations, the following sequence of steps is recommended:
Observers are trained in observation strategies (training includes practice observations in
pairs to establish reliability).
An orientation session for the group leader (in this case, the faculty) is held to introduce the
processes to participants, introduce the observer and his/her role, and fo r completion of
human subjects or other permission forms if necessary.
The leader and observer come to agreement about which sessions within a given time peri
od will be most representative of " typical" interactions and content. For example, observa
tion during the showing of a film is not appropriate.
Observers review nan-ative recording format for observation.
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O bservations should be conducted at regular intervals and be well-coordinated with the par
ticipating group leader. An example would be a set of five observations at two-week inter
vals in a 10 week course during which an entire 3 hour period is observed at each observa
tion. The same observer should remain with the class for most of the observations, with the
exception of an inter-rater reliability option that may be gained by using a diffe rent trained
observer for one or two of the sessions .
The observation form (see next page) provides a format for gathering data from observa
tions. Observers often keep their notations in separate journals or notebooks but they
should include all of the information deemed necessary to ensure consistency of data collec
tion throughout observations. Observers are encouraged to keep a journ aJ as their means of
reflecting on the process of data collection. While observation s are meant LO be as objective
as possible, observer journals provide insights as to process, and can also serve to clarify
issues which may arise during the data analysis.
O bservations yield ri ch and abundant data. The analysis should includ the fr q uency of
interac tions among participants over a period of time as well as data about changing atti
tu de arti ulation of knowledge, demonstration of skills , or whatever the focu s is for the
observation.
The process fo r analyzing the narrative data from observation requ ires successi ve readi ngs
of the detailed notes. From the readings key phrases and themes emerge to be laler catego
rized in patterns and in relation to the core concepts being studied.

OBSERVATION FORM
Course
Date, Day
Time
Observer
# of students

Others
# of students who spoke

In the box above, code interactions with an F for faculty and S for

•
•
•

students; Use \ to indicate beginning or end of exchange between
one or more class participants.
Room Arrangement ___________________________________________________

Indicate with an X and record the time spent on the following class activities
(format and organization)
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LECTURE ___________________

INDIVIDUAL WORK

DISCUSSION _______________

PRESENTATIONS

GROUP WORK ________________ REFLECTION
ASSESSMENT ________________ QUESTION/ANSWER

I

NARRATIVE: Describe the relationships between faculty and students, between students
themselves; use of teaching tools (handouts, Audiovisual, etc.); mention of community
(examples, anecdotes, questions, references, applications); and connections between com
munity experiences and course content. [use multiple pages for narrative]

[Date]
MEMO TO:

Healthy Communities Leaders (Council Chair, Council Vice-Chair, Executive
Director)

FROM:

Evaluation Team

RE:

Critical Events Log

The following critical events log is one of the evaluation instruments developed with
the Evaluation Team and the Healthy Communities Council Evaluation Subcommittee. The
critical events log will be used to describe events that have contributed to the Healthy
Communities Initiative. Events described in the log will provide many different perspec
tives on how the Healthy Communities Initiative is evolving and information provided will
be reported back to the Council.
We are seeking two sets of input: Council leaders are asked to cover the time frame
from initiating the proposal to the hiring of the Executive Director, and the Executive
Director is asked to provide events from her hiring to the present. After you all complete
this, we will send it to the Council for any additional input.
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Please enter events in chronological order; exact dates are not necessary - month
and year will suffice. It is important to describe why each event is important to Healthy
Communities. Please leave the column marked code blank; this w ill provide space for
notes when members of the evaluation team review the log entries. Because this exercise
requires a certain amount of reflection, it may be necessary to block out a substantial period
of time to fill out the critical events log. Please feel free to copy the log pages if more
space is needed.
Thank you for taking the time to fill out the Critical Events Log. Please fax the
completed log to Sally Smith at 503-752-5555. Any questions about this log can be direct
ed to Sally Smith at smiths@stateu.edu.

Sam ple Critical Events Log
Date

Why critical

Nature of event

Ju ne 2000

Received grant to
begin Health y
Communities initiati ve

This grant was essential in order to begin
our work. U p until the grant was
received , we were working on "good
faith " and donated resources; now we had
su ffi ient f unds to enable us to hire staff,
set up an office, and have resources to
support o ur initi atives.

September 2000

H ired M artha Wilson
as first E xec uti ve
Directo r of Hea lthy
Com m unities.

Hav ing a fu ll-time Exec utive Director
ena bled the Healthy Com munities Council
to step back from daily operations and
entrus t these to the E.D. Martha was able
to invest extensive ti me in community
outreac h and iden tification of other initia
tives, in order to provide the Council with
comprehensive information to begin its
planning and priority setting for project
initiatives.

Decem ber 2000

F irst Commu ni ty
Forum held

As a result of Martha's environmental
scanning, a number of interested commu 
nity groups were identified, as well as a
set of issues to be addressed. This first
Forum was an opportunity to discu ss these
issues with a broad range of interested
parties, and helped the Council to get a
sense of priorities for project work. A
number of interested individual s were
identified at the Forum who were subse
quently invited to join working groups.

It

[contin ue]

[continue]

[continue]
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REFLECTIVE JOURNAL PROTOCOL
[This journal example is of one given to faculty who are offering community-based learning
courses; the journal is intended to help them be deliberately reflective about their experi
ences with what may be a new teaching and learning strategy for them.)
The purpose of keeping a journal is to offer you a structured opportunity to reflect on your
experience with service or community-based teaching and learning. For purposes of dis
cussing the process and value of journals, we will meet at the beginning of the semester or
quarter.
We ask you to hand in your journal twice during the semester: half way through your
course, and at the end of the course. We will provide feedback on the first half to guide
your future journal writing. This feedback will not be about specific content, but rather
about the connections you are making between your service-learning course and the key
concepts we are interested in understanding.
Each week of the course, we ask you to write 1 - 4 pages in a journal, and in your writing
to reflect on the community-based learning component of your course and its influence on
your course in general. We encourage you to notice any changes in your role or orientation
towards teaching and learning. Your reflection should address the following broad themes:
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Values-your own and those of your students about the community and the service-learning
process
Your role as a teacher and learner-any changes in those roles as a result of the service
component and the community emphasis of the course
Service-your perspective on your personal commitment to service, your definition of and
awareness of your community, the service that you and your students are providing to the
community, and the impact of the service on your course and teaching
Influence on scholarship-the impact (if any) that the community experience is having on
the focus of your scholarly activities such as writing, presentations, research , and profes
sional involvements
Motivation-personal motivation or incentive to create community-based or service experi
ences in this course
You mayor may not address each theme in each entry. We urge you to explore other
themes that emerge from your experiences.
First Entry
Begin your first journal entry with an overview of the course you have planned, emphasiz
ing the community-based service experience component. Set out a series of goals or desired
outcomes you wish to achieve with respect to incorporating community-based teaching and
learning into your course. After addressing the broad themes, develop a brief summary of
the entry.

•

•

Subsequent Entries
Each entry should be dated. Each week review your summary from the end of the previous
week's entry and begin your new entry by commenting on the progress or changes from the
previous ntry and acknowledging any problems encountered. At the end of each weekly
en try, reserve some space to discuss accomplishments of the week, anticipated challenges in
the next week, and specific goals and actions to help you meet th ose goals.
Last Journal En trv
At the end of the co urse, reread the enti re journal and write a summary entry addressing the
themes previously desc ri bed. Comment on the extent to which your goals and desired out
comes were ac hieved and the personal and professional impact of the experience. Finally
reflec t on what yo u w ill do differently in the future as a resu lt of this experience.

Final .Journal Reflection
For th is r flec ti on, yo u are asked to write a two page reflective synthesis which describes
ho w you integra te community-based or service-learning into your teaching, curricula, and
scholarship and how you are or might be able to integrate academic and personal service.
Finally, please rev iew all of your writing prior to submission, and "blind" or disguise any
names or events that you feel are too sensitive or of a confidential nature. We will not
re veal your name in any of our analysis, but if you are concerned that any of your writing is
too priv ate to disclose, then you should make changes (or delete that material) so that there
are no potential opportuni ties for violati on of privacy.

•
•
t

••
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